Comment is made on the single sideband (SSB) direct detection scheme in duobinary-carrier-suppressed RZ (DCS-RZ) transmission (Hirano et al.). Apparent differences between these results and those of other reports are clarified. It is shown that for DCS-RZ (termed modified duobinary (Cheng and Conradi)) alternate marks are inverted (AMI), whereas for duobinary marks are inverted only when there are an odd number of spaces in between (Shtaif and Gnauck). The benefit of having an alternate sign on a sequence of pulses is the suppression of a spurious pulse, caused by dispersion, that occurs midway between two adjacent pulses. Hence, AMI might be expected to outperform duobinary. Comparison is made of AMI and duobinary when the elementary pulse shape for both signals is RZ (before filtering) to clarify why Hirano et al. concluded that duobinary outperforms AMI, whereas Cheng and Conradi concluded the opposite.
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Simulation results are presented for a 40 Gbit=s system on dispersionshifted-fibre (D ¼ þ 0.5 ps=kmÁnm) with an optical preamplifier receiver. The average transmitted power is À5 dBm to avoid fibre nonlinearity and the transmission distance is 100 km consistent with [1] . Fig. 1 shows receiver eye diagrams of duobinary and AMI for transmitter bandwidths of 40 and 60 GHz. For B T ¼ 60 GHz AMI outperforms duobinary (higher Q, better eye) consistent with [2] , whereas the reverse is true for B T ¼ 40 GHz consistent with [1] . Narrowband filtering at the transmitter converts the duobinary signal from RZ to NRZ, which improves Q since NRZ is generally more robust to dispersion than RZ. For AMI the alternate sign between successive pulses prevents the conversion from RZ to NRZ, and narrowband filtering leads instead to timing jitter (Fig. 1d ) . Hence, the Q of the AMI signal is degraded and is poorer than that of duobinary when B T ¼ 40 GHz. In [1] the filter converting the signal from AMI to duobinary is in the receiver. For a linear fibre it makes no difference where the filter is from the standpoint of signal shaping, although there is an inherent power penalty in discarding signal power at the receiver. This power penalty was not included in Fig. 2 in [1] , but a 3.7 dB degradation in receiver sensitivity is noted in the text. Also, the experimental results in [1] indicate some dispersion compensation likely, resulting from the phase of the SSB filter.
It is interesting that an optical duobinary signal may be generated from an AMI signal by SSB filtering, and that the resultant signal is more robust to dispersion when narrowband filtering is used. However, the degradation in receiver sensitivity by filtering at the receiver negates much of this advantage. For a nonlinear fibre, transmission of the broader band AMI signal may be advantageous to reduce the effects of fibre nonlinearity, thereby making dispersion compensation in the receiver more effective. The SSB filter does indeed provide some dispersion compensation, but there are more effective means for providing such compensation without narrowing the optical bandwidth and discarding signal power. 
